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Abstract—Virtualization is an implementation of a software. Virtualization technology has changed the direction of the computer industrial revolution by reducing capital costs and operating costs. The availability of a virtualization will also increase the availability of higher services and data protection mechanisms. Docker is configured to create multiple containers on a network, each container containing one image. The three containers will be created in one compose where each container is connected to each other for wordpress configuration and two composes will be created. Furthermore, from each compose a reverse proxy configuration is carried out which aims to set a different domain address. Lighten computer performance and can reduce the required storage so as to make hosting more effective and efficient. Containers also provide a security advantage over complete control over management running on separate, isolated containers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtualization technology has changed the direction of the computer industrial revolution by reducing capital costs and operating costs. The availability of a virtualization will also increase the availability of higher services and data protection mechanisms. In this virtual application, it will make it easier to run and implement a hosting implementation mechanism using containers in an application virtualization.

Virtualization is an implementation of a software or other that will be implemented in one candela with the same work and in the same function but still one of the software is a virtualization.

Hosting is a website that will display in cyberspace by allocating space on a web server and storing files that will be used on the web so that they can be viewed online. Proper hosting means having access to the right allocation of resources to keep your website loading fast and reliably for visitors.

A web service is an interface that describes a set of operations that can be accessed on a network via standardized XML messages. Web service is a software system designed to support machine-to-machine interoperation on an internet network. Web services wrap operations into an interface written in XML notation. This interface hides the service implementation details. Information exchange that occurs in a web service also uses messages in XML format.

CMS is a software used to manage content. What is meant by content is all forms of digital information, in the form of image files, audio, video, text and other computer files. CMS is in the form of a web-based application that is implemented using a programming language that has web-based programming capabilities.

In this study, the author intends to conduct an in-depth analysis of opinions on the use of hosting on containers. By using a docker hub that has been provided and can be classified and visualized. Later, the results of that will be applied to the Linux Ubuntu 18.04 Operating System.

II. METHODOLOGY

In Figure 1, it is expected to be able to apply a reverse proxy to the container process on the wordpress website. And can access on every operating system that has entered a network and has added DNS domain and IP addresses that have been set in the hosts for each operating system used.

In a case study we will implement a reverse proxy to set a domain to be addressed to an IP address with a different port. From this problem, we use the main server, which is using apache2 to manage the course of a domain with the reverse proxy method. And to use wordpress you will need a database
and a webserver, the database to be used is MySQL and the webserver used is Nginx.

A. Literature Study

This stage is carried out to collect some literature that will be applied to the method process to be implemented. To provide an convenience in configuring the design of a network, several applications will be carried out. So, using an implementation of an application virtualization called docker container and implementing a reverse proxy for the share in the port to be used in the domain address sharing. And will also provide a speed in the process of requesting to open a page. In its application, it has made a number of references which were developed through several books for an additional study of the literature.

B. Analysis

In the smooth running of a research it will take some tools and materials to build a system that will do a software / software and hardware / hardware. There are several system requirements needed:

1) Server

In its application the web server and main server run on the Linux Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating system. In a Local Linux OS with several reasons for development on a Local Server, namely: Full Administration As Owner (root), Free to install and uninstall software, Stable server (reduced downtime), Have a Local IP Network, Access enough server resources, Easy web management. The specifications for the Virtual Private Server used are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I shows the local server specifications used in a study using a 4core CPU, RAM (Random Access Memory) with a capacity of 16384MB / 16GB and Unlimited Bandwidth. By Using the Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS Linux Operating System.

2) Docker

Docker is used for an implementation of a case study that will run through a virtual application. The Docker is an application of the container taken from the provided images so that in processing it will be easier to handle in the configuration of an application in the case study. The containers used are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List Container</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portainer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-Proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-db-Proxy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Docker Compose

Docker compose is used in a configuration to perform a one-time processing up to run multiple images that have been connected in a network for a case study, and in a configuration, the user will be able to set it according to his wishes to apply in a research
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5) Grant access to other OS as User

Granting access rights to the file host server and other operating systems that will access a page in the container as a user.

D. Testing

Testing this system is an application of a test to find out from a system whether there is an error or bug in a system. but in the system or development that I have built this is an application in the application of docker containers to run from several applications that have been connected in several applications that are safe to use. and will carry out a success check in the development of the docker container implementation.

For the parameter in the trial is the speed of the web server for accessing in large quantities. And testing for an ease in building configurations in a container with the application of a reverse proxy and its management.

So in the Steps for testing it with a test scenario. Testing with access to 10 times the action of loading the first and second web on a wifi network with the same speed capacity by using the Google Developers Lighthouse feature provided by Google will issue a performance value in each web from Docker.

From the test scenario above, the test flow is obtained as follows:

![Diagram of System Test Flow]

The flow of the test in Figure 3 can be explained that Lighthouse will test the speed of each website that is being opened in the browser on the intended website. In Lighthouse there will be several values that will be displayed, one of which is the performance of the web that is being opened.

From Figure 4 it can be explained that the score value is from the color code score. And on the results of the website that implements the hosting method using a Docker container for the hosting system development method and also adds a reverse proxy as an application to the designated domain address and port. The results shown can be seen from the test value of the wordpress home page, the performance value of the user load 10 times in a row is very good.

And it can also be explained that the score values of the color coded metric scores and performance scores are colored according to the following ranges:

- 0 – 49 (Red): Bad
- 50 – 89 (Orange): Need repair
- 90 – 100 (Green): Good

To provide a good user experience, a site should strive to have a good score (90-100). A "perfect" score of 100 is both challenging to achieve and not expected. For example, taking a score from 99 to 100 requires the same amount of metric improvement as 90 to 94.

![Diagram of Lighthouse Performance Color Coded Score]

Much of the variability in your Performance score and overall metric scores is not due to Lighthouse. When your Performance score fluctuates, it's usually due to a change in the underlying condition. Common problems include:

- A/B testing or changes to ads served
- Internet traffic routing changes
- Test on different devices, such as high-performance desktops and low-performance laptops
- A browser extension that injects JavaScript and adds/modifies network requests
- Antivirus software

From this test, it will be possible to validate that by using the test and also with the same specifications but different results. Here are the test parameters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Total Tread</th>
<th>Internet Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse</td>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20MBps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that the test parameters will be tested through stages using Lighthouse provided by Google Developers. The parameter used is HTTP with the number of threads is Lighthouse 10 times load access. The speed used is the same as the speed of 20 MBps for the second website load process.

After testing the system, then analyzing the results of the Lighthouse testing that has been obtained. So that you get the final result of the way the hosting system uses a docker container and also a reverse proxy.

### III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The results of the application of docker in building a hosting implementation using containers in an application virtualization. It can be seen in the following reviews.

#### A. Interface Result

Portainer is a management that is intended for containers that are running or not. In the installation process, it aims to provide a User Interface for Container users and provide convenience in carrying out a configuration in the container.

In Figure 6 is a management view using Portainer.

In Figure 7 display directory list to build a web server in docker.

In the picture above, you can see what is needed and to run docker compose, you must enter the folder in which there is a docker-compose.yml file. The file that will execute from the webserver implementation construction configuration.

![docker-compose.yml](image)

In Figure 8 is an arrangement for the folders that must be prepared and the compose files to apply the WordPress, Database, and Server installations.

![docker-compose.yml](image)

In Figure 9 it can be seen that the configuration of each port will make one virtualhost in it and provide the configuration of the port address and domain that will be used for calling ports that have been entered in the virtualhost.
After configuring the 000-default.conf file for reverse proxy on every website and required container. And then reload the apache2 system with the @service apache2 reload command, it will reload the apache2 system and execute the configuration that has been set in the 000-default.conf file.

And after the reverse proxy configuration process is complete, the next is the trial process when accessed using a domain that has been set in the apache2 configuration. As in Figure 8, it has been successfully accessed using the domain that has been set.

Next, go to the portainer dashboard to remotely web pages into a network by selecting Endpoints. So that other operating systems that are connected to the same network can access the web page that has been running on the docker. After entering the endpoints, the next step is to add access to the wordpress remote process according to the IP and port links that have been used.

Then fill in the remote name to give the name of the remote process at the endpoints. Endpoint URL [Linux IP Address]:[nginx port in docker-compose], Linux IP Address.

- An example of a URL in Figure 11: 192.168.100.38:90
- Public example which is in Figure 11: 192.168.100.38

After adding the process to add new endpoints, it will then be displayed for a list of endpoints that have been created or active endpoints as shown in figure 12.

Next it will give access to other OS devices that want to be able to access the page that has been run on the virtual docker container with the domain page and IP address that is running. It can be seen in Figure 13 which is the place for IP access to be accessed in a browser.

In this section, we will test the throughput speed process to access websites using docker and reverse proxy configurations. The test will be carried out using the Lighthouse Google Developers method. The results will be known how the speed of the website that has been run. And for this test using the same specifications.
From the picture above, the value shown is very good, until it reaches a score of 99 Performance out of 100 perfect scores. With internet speed and the same website model, the value of a website that implements a docker container and with a reverse proxy makes the loading process lighter and faster.

From the results in table 4 it can be seen using the Google Lighthouse Performance test which was tested on a website that implements a docker container and with a reverse proxy makes the loading process lighter and faster.

**TABLE IV. GOOGLE LHIGHTHOUSE PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website Test</th>
<th>Load User</th>
<th>Average Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the author's experimental results, the conclusions that can be drawn from research related to Docker Container implementation on Local networks by implementing a Reverse Proxy are that Reverse Proxy can manage IP and Port addressing to the domain more easily. By applying this method, it will be easier and produce good performance, which is 90.5% for average performance.

Suggestions for further research from the author is to use an additional SSL certificate system to get https access on a website. added an additional package for a security monitoring on the website in order to show it to be more secure.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

Based on the author's experimental results, the conclusions that can be drawn from research related to Docker Container implementation on Local networks by implementing a Reverse Proxy are that Reverse Proxy can manage IP and Port addressing to the domain more easily. By applying this method, it will be easier and produce good performance, which is 90.5% for average performance.

Suggestions for further research from the author is to use an additional SSL certificate system to get https access on a website. added an additional package for a security monitoring on the website in order to show it to be more secure.
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